Meet SOX Auditing Requirements and Identify Trends in Data Modifications

Audit is an add-on module for the P2 Merrick production suite that provides an audit trail for changes made to data.

Configure to Meet Your Specific Needs

Included in the solution is a utility that allows administrators to select which tables and columns will be audited by the application.

Why the Audit Module?

• Expand traceability from the last time a record was edited or deleted and by whom to each time a change was made and by whom
• Keep a history of all the before and after values of the monitored fields
• Retrieve key values of data that were mistakenly deleted
• Modify auditing rules on a date-effective basis as your business requirements change
• Choose whether to maintain the audit database on a shared or separate server from P2 ProCount and P2 Carte
• Leverage LDAP security

Select tables and columns to monitor

Report on changes

Contact P2 Energy Solutions, info@P2energysolutions.com, for more information or for a demonstration.